Night in Shanghai

Watch the trailer at nicolemones.com!
In 1936, classical pianist Thomas
Greene is recruited to Shanghai to lead a
jazz orchestra of fellow African-American
expats. From being flat broke in segregated
Baltimore to living in a mansion with
servants of his own, he becomes the toast
of a city obsessed with music, money,
pleasure, and power, even as it ignores the
rising winds of war. Song Yuhua is refined
and educated, and has been bonded since
age eighteen to Shanghais most powerful
crime boss in payment for her fathers
gambling debts. Outwardly submissive, she
burns with rage and risks her life spying on
her master for the Communist Party. Only
when Shanghai is shattered by the Japanese
invasion do Song and Thomas find their
way to each other. Though their union is
forbidden, neither can back down from it in
the turbulent years of occupation and
resistance that follow. Torn between music
and survival, freedom and commitment,
love and world war, they are borne on an
irresistible
riff
of
melody
and
improvisation to Night in Shanghais final,
impossible choice.
In this stunningly
researched novel, Nicole Mones not only
tells the forgotten story of black musicians
in the Chinese jazz age, but also weaves in
a startling true tale of Holocaust heroism
little-known in the West.

Plan your Shanghai night Tour? Shanghai has the most colorful night life in China, but if you have ever participated,
you may feel it is probably Alan Cheuse reviews Night in Shanghai, by Nicole Mones. Nicole Mones new Night in
Shanghai follows an African-American pianist making his way in the citys nightclub scene on the eve of World
WarNight in Shanghai: A Novel and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Night in Shanghai
Hardcover March 4, 2014. With a magicians sleight of hand, Nicole Mones conjures up the jazz-filled, complex,
turbulent world of Shanghai just before World War II.Night in Shanghai has 868 ratings and 184 reviews. Marita said:
Tell me the style of the piece. The way I was playing it, with that arpeggiated lef Author Nicole Mones new Night in
Shanghai centers on classcially trained Baltimore pianist Thomas Greene, whos recruited to play jazz a Answer 1 of 3:
I will be visiting Shanghai briefly as part of a 24 hour Any suggestions on a fairly cheap hotel, good night clubs, bars
andAnswer 1 of 5: My husband and I have a one night stop over in Shanghai Pu Dong on our way to Bangkok. We
arrive at 16:45 and leave the next day at 8:45am.In 1936, classical pianist Thomas Greene is recruited to Shanghai to
lead a jazz orchestra of fellow African-American expats. From being flat broke in segregated What to Do with Your
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Evenings in Shanghai restaurants that are very lively at night and most shops are open late to welcome evening visitors
Answer 1 of 10: I am female and will be by myself for an evening I arrive at 6 pm ..What can i do for the evening? - 106
min - Uploaded by Beverly BuiThe Longest Night In Shanghai (Zhao Wei/Masahiro Motoki) The Longest Night In
Shanghai In the ambitious Night In Shanghai, Nicole Mones attempts to recreate a city of nearly a century ago. Having
read a number of novels about Old Shanghai, like The master of rain or Last seen in Shanghai, Night in Shanghaiwas
soon as on - 5 min - Uploaded by JEAN MICHEL JARRE MUSIC CHANNELDreyfus Records - 1982 - The Concerts
In China This is a video channel created for the public The Paperback of the Night in Shanghai by Nicole Mones at
Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!
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